advance praise for

Wobbling Home
Jim Atwell has taught me a lot about the “non-motor” symptoms
of Parkinson’s disease, the cognitive, perceptual, and emotional
changes we doctors may not pick up on when we look for the
physical signs of tremor, stiffness and slowness, which are the
hallmark triad of Parkinson’s. Jim tells us about Parkinson’s
“from the inside.” This is a truly great gift for a neurologist to
receive—and for patients, spouses, and care givers as well. After
an appointment with Jim, I’m the one who feels much better!
—Paul M. Deringer, MD, Chief of Neurology
The Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital, Cooperstown
Don’t for a moment think this is a book about Parkinson’s. It is
so much more—a primer on life, a glimpse into a remarkable and
resilient soul. All of us have wondered what we might do if faced
with the challenge of a terminal illness. Jim Atwell used his
disease as a gift, and shared it with us in this marvelous book. His
legacy is found not just in those he loved, but between these
covers, too. Each page is a witness to wisdom, pluck, and good
humor. When it comes my time to wobble home, I hope I do it
as well as Jim Atwell.
—Philip Gulley, author of The Evolution of Faith
Grace is everywhere in the beautiful and poignant prose of Jim
Atwell. This gifted storyteller recounts his grace-filled life with
Parkinson’s in this collection of stories. Atwell is attentive to the
profundity of everyday life, and to God’s presence and wisdom
hidden in conversations with beloved friends, as well as in the
bouts of pain and disorientation. Rollicking laughter, bittersweet
tears, and glimpses of glory: these are Atwell’s gifts to his friends
and readers.
—Father Mark Michael, Rector
Christ Episcopal Church, Cooperstown
For more reviews of Wobbling Home, please visit us at
www.squarecirclepress.com
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Introduction:
Wobbling Home
Wobbling is what I do a lot of lately. Three years after a diagnosis of Parkinsonism, and despite some fine medications,
the symptoms persist and slowly grow. And so I wobble,
stumble, reel, and sometimes make faces I can’t control.
The morning mirror can startle me: right eyebrow drooping,
left eye flicking like a ship’s semaphore, mouth pulled up in
a piratical sneer. Sometimes that face appears in public. I
only know it by the looks on others’ faces.
And I fall down. So far it’s been more going upstairs
than down, and more onto beds and chairs than floors. I fall
outside, too, though so far only onto grass and baled hay.
Before breakfast, I take Blue for his walk, first down the
back lawn to open up the chicken house, then around our
small west field so that he can do what a dog must do.
Simon the cat, who shares Blue’s dog bed by night, trots
along behind us. (Cats all know that any parade’s place of
honor is at the end.)
Blue snuffles along the fence line, offering three-legged
salutes to locust posts and weeds sticking through the fence
wire. Sooner or later, by a standard I’ve never understood,
he finds just the right spot, turns three times in a circle, and
unburdens himself. “Good dog! Brave dog!” I say by way of
encouragement. He appreciates this, I think; afterwards he
cavorts and does a victory lap around the field.
Meanwhile, Simon has done his own morning reconnaissance, his eyes, ears, and nose attuned with an acuity I
can’t imagine. He’s on the alert for any star-crossed mouse

or vole that raises its head above ground at the wrong
moment.
A few days ago, at the end of this ritual and when we’d
formed up for the march back to breakfast, I fell. Don’t
know how or why. One moment I was walking fairly well,
Blue heeling beside me, Simon parading behind. Suddenly,
thud! I was down, first onto knees, then face, then onto one
side.
I lay a moment, taking inventory, and found that everything still worked.
By then, Blue’s professionalism had kicked in. (A registered therapy dog, he brings much joy to patients at the
local hospital.) Blue rushed up and began applying what first
aid he could, shoving his cold nose into my ear and lavishly
washing my face.
When I got on my feet, he led me by the leash back to
the house. I’d taken a jolt, muddied my pants and face, but
was otherwise all right. (The sheep were in other fields, and
so I hadn’t dived into any left-behinds.) What to say? Falling
happens.
When friends ask how I am these days, I draw on a
nautical metaphor. “I’m shipping water below decks, but
I’m still under sail—and pumping, pumping.”
And indeed, I am still under sail, and still on course.
And I hope that the second word of my title suggests how
that course is charted. I’m on my trip’s inbound haul. I’m
steering for home.
As a Christian, I see my life itself as God’s gift, and in it,
everything that has occurred in its seventy-plus years. That
includes Parkinson’s. It’s certainly nothing I’d have chosen
on my own, but I know that it comes from the same loving
Source as my life, and it is meant to shape the rest of it.
Still, it’s not exactly the hike toward Home that I’d
foreseen. Parkinson’s is a clumsy traveling companion. With
it holding onto me, I stutter, become confused, even get
stuck in place. But never mind. On my other side I have
help, strong and abiding. I’m leaning on the Everlasting
Arm.

Most of this book’s contents come from the weekly
columns that I have written since being diagnosed with
Parkinson’s in 2007. They’ve largely been published in the
Cooperstown Crier, a weekly newspaper in Cooperstown, New
York.
To give you a sense of how I’ve shared Parkinson’s with
my newspaper readers, I’ve kept the columns largely as they
were published, addressed to a readership that had been
following me for a dozen years and more. That makes for
some repetition as, writing across the weeks, I reminded
readers of facts already stated; but I don’t think that will
distract you.
And, hoping to give you a fuller sense of me, I’ve mixed
the Parkinsonism columns among others that reflect my life
and values. Some were written pre-Parkinsonism, but most
since diagnosis. Skip those if they’re not needed; but since
Parkinsonism is so personal and varies so from person to
person, I think that you need to know who’s speaking to
you. This isn’t an autobiography, but a lot of me is between
these covers.
And last, this book is mainly for others with Parkinson’s
and their care-partners, but not exclusively. Much of it applies to all with a chronic disease and to all who carry the
burden with them. And all of it applies to fellow pilgrims,
wending their own way home. (I was a Roman Catholic
Christian for the first thirty years of my life and have been a
Quaker Christian for the last forty.)
And so, wobble along with me! I hope I’ll be good
company as you read.
Your friend Jim
Fly Creek, New York
2010
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A Maryland native, Jim Atwell spent thirteen years as a
Catholic teaching monk in the Christian Brothers religious
order. In 1969, he returned to life as a layman and took a
faculty position at Anne Arundel Community College near
his hometown of Annapolis. In his twenty-three years at the
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and as chairman, dean, and Vice-President for Academic
Affairs. In retirement, he is an emeritus member of the
Anne Arundel faculty. His personal spiritual development
now marks him as being a practicing Quaker for forty years.
Jim owes his deep love of Upstate New York to his late
first wife Gwen, who grew up near Cooperstown. After her
death in 1989, he moved north to start life again in the
18th-century farmhouse they had bought for a retirement
home. In 1997 Jim remarried; he and Anne Geddes-Atwell
still make their home in Fly Creek, raising sheep and
chickens, and pursuing writing and graphic design,
respectively.
Jim’s award-winning weekly columns in Cooperstown’s
two weekly papers have been a regional institution for a
dozen years. They are followed by thousands of readers in
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The New York State Press Association has recognized his
writing eight times with awards for content and style.
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published by North Country Books in 2005.
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